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At press time

U.S. Supreme Court gives Friedman,
Fisher good news
alph W.Aigler Professol- of Law Richal-d D. Friedman, longtime champion
of a seraightfoiwai-d treading of the Sixth Amendment's confrontation
clause, and Law School graduate Ieffr-ey Fisher, '97, who at-gued ehe position
before the W.S. Supreme Cour-t lase fall, had their positions vindicated when
tlie Court ruled unanimously in early March that the Constitution requires
thac witness testimony be challenged on ct-oss-examination.
Fisher argued the case, CrowJord v.\Nashingoii (02-94 1 0), on November- 10 and the Court announced its decision March 3, as Law Q~radrot-~gleNotes was going t o PI-ess.Thedecision, wt-icten by Justice Antonin Scalia,
ciced Friedman's scholarship. (The decision is accessible via
%

w~w,~~.sup1-en1ect~u1-tus,gov/opinions/O3slipopinion.htnil.)

Pre-decision stories in this issue discuss Friedman's role In preparing the
case and liis presence at the Supi-erne Court wlien it was argued (page 30)
and Fisher's visit to the Law School as part of his preparation for arguing the
case (page 76).An edited vet-sion of the arnlcus cur-ioe brief that FI-iedman
~$1-oeefor the case begins on page 92.
"Phis is a decision of great and beneficial importance," Friedrnan said."lt
restor-es rkie confr-o~itaiionclause t o its proper position of glot-y as one of
ihe chief bulwarlts of our system of criminal justice.. . . PI-osecutoi-swill now
unders.cand betcel- than before the importance of talting tessimony subject
LO CI-oss-examinasion,
and we can anticipate chat this will happen bei'ol-e tt-ial
mol-e fr-equen-:ly than has been tlie case."
In Crawford, the Court I-uled iinanimously that the stare ofWashington
vloiaced ["Iichael CI-awford's constitutionai triglit t o confront and ci-oss-examrne a witness wlien ic inerodc~ceda tape recording of his ur~k'spolice interI-ogation dill-ing his 1999 ri-ial for atrempred niut-der. Sylvia Crawford could
not rest:iFy in pet-son because rlicliael Ci-a~vfordinvolted spousal privilege t o
hloclc iiet- appearance.
V\!asliing-con's action was allowable under tihe 1930 Supreme Court I-uling in Ohio v. Ruberrs, which said that testimony could be accepted if she judge
deemed is io be I-eiiable.
'.Admitting statements deemed ireliable by a judge is fundamentally at odds
\wit11 she righ hi of confrontasion," Scalta wrore in Crawicord."Dispensing with
confrontasion because testimony is obviously ireliable is alkin to dispensing
witl? jury ci-ial because a defendant is obviously guilty.This is not what the
Sixth Aniendrnenc prescribes."
Chief jitseice \/Villianl M. P,elinquist, joined by justice Sandra. Day O'Conno~;
v,,I-oceseparately rhat lie agreed with the I-esultin CrawCord but felt it could
have been rchie\ied without overt-uling Roberts.
"Tlie Supi-<erneCOUI-t's
decision will it~ndarnentallyalter the way that
cr-iminal defi3ndan.c~
are ti-ied across the nation," Fislier said in a statement.
"No tmore ?iiill govel-ninents be able to convict people of crimes on the basis
of accirsacioris that they are unable to cross-examine."

Yale Kamisar retires
"All right."
With these words

- familiar

as conversa-

tional punctuation t o anyone who has heard
him -Yale

Karnisar called t o order his final

class in Criminal Justice. It was a Wednesday
morning in December. Students filled the
semicircle of forn~ardseats of Honigrnan
Auditorium in Hutchins Hall, many wit11
their laptop computer screens up and their
keyboards ready. A scattering of well wishers
sat further back, among them recent as well as
longer ago veterans of Kamisar's teaching.
Bill Kasselman, '56, a retired Pennsylvania
attorney who now lives in Ann Arbor, said he
came t o this final class because he had heard
so much about Kamisar even though he had
graduated nearly a decade before Kamisar
joined the faculty. Another graduate, visiting
from Colorado, said he had studied under
Kamisar and wanted t o attend this final class.
Appropriately, much of the class centered
o n cases concerning the Miranda rule that
were about t o be argued in the U.S. Supreme
Court. Miranda warnings, what they mean,
what they should mean, and related issues
have been a recurring
I

-

-,

theme throughout
Kamisar's professional career, and
began for h m even
before the U.S.
Sui3reme
Court
I
handed down Miranda

I.

A~.izonain 1966.

"There are two Supreme Court cases pending
and Miranda will mean more or less as these
cases are resolved," Kamisar explained to his
Criminal Justice class.
There were lighter moments, too. Lilie
Kamisar's "Just what I need" fillip as he read a
note from a friend in Israel saying he would be
watchng the live Web-cast of this class - at
5 : 10 p . m . "Holy LandTime." And there
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were Kamisar's "Team Spirit" and "Most
Valuable Player" awards to two students,
the latter to a for mer Florida police
officer whom Kamisar often called on so
the class could share his law enforcement
perspective, which usually ran counter to
Kamisar's .
At the end, a bit of advice: "I don't
care how successful you are, how big
an office you have, how much you earn,
you'll never feel like a real lawyer unless
someday during your first 10 years of
practice you are the court-appointed
attorney for some indigent defendant.
And when you are, don't let the prosecutor ever forget you."
As the clock ticked toward the end
of the class hour, faculty members and
others from the Law School community
quietly slipped in and formed lines across
the back to offer the Law School's traditional "Standing O" as Kamisar ended his
long teaching career here and strode from
the room.
Indeed, Yale Kamisar, the Clarence
Darrow Distinguished University
Professor of Law, has been "all right" at
the Law School for nearly 40 years, since
he joined the faculty in 1965. Although
he retired from teaching here at the end
of the fall term, he is teaching this winter
term at the University of California at
San Diego Law School, and plans to
continue to do so.

His presence at the Law School - as
well as on the op-ed pages of the nation's
newspapers and other venues arguing his
side of the social/ constitutional issues
of our time - has been that of a giant .
Early this year, the Criminal Justice
Section of the Association of American
Law Schools presented him with its
Lifetime Acheivement Award.
As Associate Dean for Academic Affairs
Steven Croley's research has revealed,
Kamisar produced three books and 14
scholarly journal articles during just his
first seven years of teaching. "And that
fantastic pace has continued ever since,"
according to Croley.
Kamisar is known for producing solid
scholarship - his name is on 10 editions
of a criminal law casebook alone - and
then often giving that scholarship life in
the public arena . He does the research
first, then recasts it for public debate .
And he's prolific. A Law Library search
for Kamisar-written opinion pieces in
the popular, nonlegal press came up with
more than 100 titles.
All right.
Law School colleagues, family
members, and others feted Kamisar in
November at a gala retirement dinner in
the Lawyers Club. It was a multimedia
evening choreographed by Croley, and
included an audio cut from the Supreme
Court oral arguments in Miranda v. Arizona

in 1966, and videotaped comments from
longtime collaborator Wayne R. LaFavre .
Citing Kamisar's "absolute intellectual integrity,"William I. Miller, the
Thomas G. Long Professor of Law,
enthused, "I just love the man. We will
never see the likes of him again ." Former
Dean and James E. and Sarah A. Degan
Professor of Law Emeritus Theodore J.
St. Antoine, '54, noted that "Yale has had
more articles cited by the United States
Supreme Court than any other contemporary scholar." Looking behind Kamisar's
sometimes gruff manner to his deep
concern for people, the law, and the Law
School, longtime criminal law casebook
co-author Jerold S. Israel reported that
"most ofYale's writing of praise is buried
in university files somewhere" because
it was done in support of students,
colleagues, and others who could benefit
from a good word from him .
The evening's last word, agreed the
more than 100 people present, had to be
Kamisar's.
"Okay," Kamisar began. "All right."
His professional life has been filled
by issues that just keep resurrecting, he
explained . Dean Allan Smith called him
in 1964 to come to Michigan from the
University of Minnesota Law School,
where he was teaching at the time.
Kamisar accepted, and in 1966 the
Supreme Court handed down Miranda .
LQN Spring 2004
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The issue of physician-assisted suicide
similarly has periodically come to the
fore.
Not above self-targeted humor,
Kamisar also confessed how he found
himself locked in the Law School one
night in 1965 and had to telephone Smith
and ask the dean to come over to let him
out.
Kamisar also praised his colleagues and
the Law Library and took note of the Law
School's "great resources and working
conditions." For 35 years, he added, he
and now-Professor Emeritus Jerold Israel
have collaborated on their casebook
in criminal law. "A little bit like being
married," Kamisar joked .
"I leave the Law School in very good
hands," he said. "I am optimistic about this
young faculty . . .. I hope they live out
their careers here . And when they retire
30 to 40 years out, I hope they feel as
good about having spent their careers as
Michigan Law School professors as I do
tonight ."
All right.

You HAVE THE RIGHT TO REMAIN
SILENT: AN INTERVIEW WITH YALE
KAMISAR
Thc.Jollo11·ing is an edited rersion of the intenie11 by. l/1(9 Da9 an,/ John Fet9n,k) that
appeared lastfall 1n I he Lall' Schools/ u,lcnt pub/1cat1on Res Gcstac. Ii appears here

11

nh

pcrm1.rnon.

H

ave you had Kamisar? So goes the common follow-up
when an alumnus finds out that you go to the Law School.
Part legend and all character, Yale Kamisar is our Clarence

Darrow Distinguished University Professor of Law. An expert on
constitutional law in general and criminal procedure in particular,
his course in the latter is a perennial favorite among students. He has
been cited in at least 33 Supreme Court opinions beginning in the
early 1960s, and not for just one seminal work, but for 19 articles,
three casebook editions, and one collection of essays.
Beyond the scholarship is his engaging teaching style, which some
find fearful and others wildly entertaining and effective. There is
the lore of the book-flinging episode. "I was trying to make a point,"
explained Kamisar, noting that he was teaching criminal law and was
on the case of the husband flinging a beer mug at his wife, who was
holding a lit lamp. Alas, that teaching tool ended after Kamisar accidentally broke a student's eyeglasses. (The student was not wearing
his glasses at the time; they were on his desk.) "I did pay for the
glasses. It was the last time I threw the book."
Though the specific method has changed, Kamisar still tries to,
in his words, "mix it up" with his students. As his last semester of
teaching at the Law School neared its end, the RG sat down with
Kamisar to "mix it up" one more time.
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Q: It's been rumored this is your
final year of teaching. Is that true?
Kamisar: It's my final year of teaching

coming in and leaving and where they go,
it's much more of a national law school.

at Michigan. I'll continue to teach at the
University of San Diego from January
to May, but I'll be back in Ann Arbor
from May through December. I'll teach a
course at San Diego as long as I can still
do it. I'll still live in Ann Arbor, I'm not
going to move permanently to San Diego.
I'll still live here, and still have an office
here - although not as big as the one I
have now, since you lose your office when
you retire. There'll be an auction and
somebody will bid for it. How I'm going
to get rid of all the stuff I've accumulated
I don't know.

Q: Has the character or the
caliber of the students changed?
Kamisar: Obviously, current students

Q: You've been here since 1965.
How much have things changed
since then?
Kamisar: It's much more of a national
law school. When I first came here, you'd
pick the top states most represented
in the student body and it would be
Michigan, Ohio, Illinois, Indiana. Today
it's Michigan, New York, California,
New Jersey. I was struck by the fact that
there are 50 people from California in
the first-year class, and 30 from New
York. So that's just one example. I think
the students now go all over the country
more than they used to. In the 1960s we
were very strong in places like Cleveland
and Chicago; now, more people go
to Washington, D.C., New York, Los
Angeles, San Francisco, Seattle, Dallas,
Houston. So I think in terms of students

have better credentials and more impressive records, but frankly I don't see much
difference in class. In fact, it seems to
me, the student culture is such that few
people volunteer. I get the feeling that
students think they lose points with their
classmates if they volunteer. I would
say that preparation is not as good as I
would like . I stopped teaching first-year
criminal law. I hated to give it up because
the students were so eager and so well
prepared. I think something happens after
the first year. Students sort of figure,
"Well, I'm a B student and I'll always be
a B student, whether I work hard or not,
or a C student, and I'll always be a C
student ." Perhaps students become very
busy on the [Michigan] Law Review and
the other journals or find other things
to do and who knows what. It's just one
of those things. I don't know, it may be
the students really are prepared, but
they don't want to mix it up, so they say
they're unprepared. It's a sharp contrast
to the first year, where people are raising
their hands, and people are throwing
themselves into the discussion all the
time. If you ask me, "Is it clear that the
students are brighter than the ones I had
IO years ago, or 30 years ago?" my honest
answer is no, you can't tell that from class
participation.

Q: What about the level of participation with 2Ls? More active than
say, 10, 20, or 30 years ago? More
prepared?
Kamisar: I am sure that second- and
third-year students spend much more
time and energy than they used to spend
interviewing for jobs. When I first came
here, summer clerkships were almost
unheard of; especially between the first
and second year; that was almost unheard
of. Summer clerkships have become a
much bigger thing. And the money for
getting a summer clerkship is much
greater. When I worked at Covington and
Burling in the summer of 1954, I got paid
$50 a week, and that firm was one of the
top firms in the country.
I'm not complaining, because $50 a
week went further in paying my tuition
than your $2,000 a week goes now.
Tuition at Columbia Law School, where
I went, was $750 . I'd work 10 weeks
and get $500. That was two-thirds of
my tuition. Current students work 10
weeks and get $20,000, and that's not
quite two-thirds of their tuition. It seems
incredible. Present students make $2,000
a week; I made $4,000 a year at the
top firm in Washington. And yet, when
you compare it to the tuition, present
students are not any further ahead than I
was. Think about that.

co11ti1111ed 011 puge 2-l
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Q: Have you felt that your
teaching style has changed over the
last 25 years?
Kamisar: Yes, my teaching style has
changed, in a strange way. It may not be
evident, but I prepare more than I used
to. And I think more about the structure
of the class. I was more likely to go in

Now, I feel more pressure to write
well, more pressure to be careful, to be
measured, to search for the right word .
I've probably toned down my strong
criticism compared to the wild guy I was
in the S0s or 60s. That's what happens
when you get older.

30 years ago and wing it, you know,
think out loud . But now I'm more likely
to have a structure, I'm going to have
specific questions I want to ask. I have so
many points I want to make, I want to
end the hour a certain way. So I think of
each class as more of a series of one-hour
units, so that each class has a story of its
own. Originally, I don't think I did that
as much. You get older, and pride is a
funny thing. I find myself working harder
when I prepare for class - and when I
write articles. When I write something
on confessions, I tell myself"Well this
has to be something special, because I'm
supposed to be an expert on confessions ."
When I first started writing, I just
wasn't that self-conscious about it. Many

Q: Would you attribute that to
the amount of time you've been
writing? Or is it because your name
is coast-to-coast on that subject?
Kamisar: I remember a conversation

years later, I read a symposium on legal
writing, and if I had started writing at
that time, I would have been completely
inhibited. When I began writing law
review articles, I wasn't thinking about all
those things that were supposed to be in
an article. I just wrote.
When I put together seven or eight
articles on confessions in a book, called
Essays on Police lnterro9ation and Corifessions,
one of the most interesting reviewers
said there was almost a complete lack of
self-consciousness, I mean, Kamisar is
writing these articles and he had no idea
when he wrote the first one that someday
he'd write seven or eight more of them
and put them together in a collection.
And that's true. I wrote about things that
interested me, and I didn't know where
and how it was coming out .

first started teaching I taught two sections
of criminal law and two sections of civil
procedure. I would say things that would
make people laugh in the first section of
criminal law and I'd write them down. In
the second section, I'd repeat the same
remark that produced laughs earlier but
nobody would laugh . It seems there's no
substitute for spontaneity. People can tell
when it's spontaneous and when it's not.
It's the funniest thing in the world - but
only the first time . Maybe the students
told the other section during lunchtime
what made them laugh. I'm funny when I
don't want to be .
I miss the students who used to really
go after me. Really, just head on. "You're
a bleeding heart, what about all the
victims?" It would work me up, and I
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one day in the faculty lounge. They were
talking about somebody else, and the first
guy says, "Great article." And the second
guy says, "You expect something more,
something special from that person .
He's supposed to be a big expert on the
subject." It was kind of chilling. It doesn't
get easier. Again, it's pride. I'm assuming
I'm a popular teacher. I still want to be
a popular teacher. And so I am working
harder on it than I used to. But that's
another story.
I used to teach two sections. When I

think I'm really at my best mixing it up
I
with students. But students rarely do that
anymore. I don't know whether they just
figure "Well, this guy knows too much"
or "This guy's been around the block too
much," but I kind of miss it. I try to bait
them; I have a former police officer in my
class right now, and I try to bait him all
the time. In fact, he's contributed greatly
to class discussion.

Q: What part of the job do
you enjoy more, the writing and
research, or the teaching and
taking on students on your feet?
Kamisar: It's different, you can't
compare them. It's like asking a baseball
player who loves the game, "Do you
enjoy catching a baseball while going
toward the fence with the bases loaded,
or do you enjoy hitting a double with
the bases loaded?" I enjoy both aspects
of it . Sometimes I'm in the middle of
something and I say, "Oops, I have to
prepare for class now," or "I have a class
in a few minutes" and I wish I could finish
the thought I had, but once I'm in the
classroom I get wound up. So I enjoy that
part of it, but I must say that I wouldn't
be in this business if I just did the
teaching; the writing is important.

Q:What about practicing law?
Kamisar: There are some professors who haven't really practiced much,
and that's O.K. for the most part.
Jerry Israel [Alene and Allan F. Smith
Professor Emeritus of Law Jerold H.
Israel, Kamisar's longtime colleague and
co-author) never practiced law but he was
involved in consulting later and wrote
great things . But I do think that you lose
something when you don't practice. And
one of the things you lose is that you
don't appreciate how fortunate you are to
be a professor.

Before I went into teaching, I only
handled one criminal procedure case
as court appointed counsel, because I
worked very hard at a big firm. And in
that case I ran into a problem [but] I
didn't realize it until about a day before
the argument. I had five or six hours to
do research and all of the cases were

the physical evidence its agents
find, that it's tainted by the
illegal arrest, [then] the statements should also be tainted by
the illegal arrest. But all of the
law was against me. I almost
panicked. Fortunately the
government never made that

against me. I felt helpless. If the prosecutor brought up that point, I didn't have
anything to say. I didn't have enough time
to think it through and find any authority
for my side. Actually, it was a case where
my client was arrested illegally and taken
to the police station where he could
be searched more thoroughly. He had
cocaine capsules in a cigarette package
which he threw on the floor of the police
station. And there's a cop behind him
who saw him do it. And he said, "What's
that?" And my client says, "You've got me,
it's cocaine, it's drugs, you've got me."

argument, never separated the
statement "You've got me, it's
drugs" from the drugs. If the government
had made the argument, I would have
been a dead duck.

I focused on how to get the cocaine
capsules thrown out in the face of an
argument that my client abandoned
the evidence. I successfully argued on
appeal that the illegal search tainted the
throwing away. It was clearly an illegal
arrest; the police had nothing to go on
really. So I argued that the throwing away
was the fruit of illegal arrest .
The problem was, the day before the
oral argument, it just struck me, "What
if the government argues 0. K., the drug
capsules should be suppressed, but the
statement "you got me, it's drugs," is
admissible?"This was 1956 or 1957. I
checked the law hurriedly, and all the
cases were against me. The black letter
law was that the illegality of the arrest
had no bearing on the admissibility of
voluntary statements. The illegality of the
arrest was irrelevant. I thought that was
wrong. I thought that if the illegality of
the arrest taints the search of a person's
pocket and the government can't use

Q: Did that experience have an
impact on your academic career?
Kamisar:Yes, that's the point I'm
trying to make . Five or six years later, I
wrote an article - probably worked on
it for six or seven months - basically on
that point . I read everything. I thought
about it a lot. I did all sorts of things and
I finally published an article, I think in
1961 , arguing essentially that the courts
ought to change the law and say that
even though a statement is voluntary or
even spontaneous, if it was preceded by
an illegal arrest it should be thrown out
as the fruit of the illegal arrest, just the
way physical evidence is . All the law was
against me . I went through every edition
of Wigmore, through every edition of
Greenleaf, 16 editions of Greanleaf, but
that statement appeared all the way back
to the early 1800s. And incredibly there
was a case on this, two years later, called
Wong Sun. It's a famous case; in that case,
the Court held, in an opinion by Justice
Brennan, that there should not be a
separate rule for statements tainted after
an illegal arrest and physical evidence
found as a result of an illegal arrest or
search. They should be treated the same;
in both instances the evidence should
be thrown out. The Supreme Court

relied on my article. But I couldn't have
done all that work - all that research
- if I weren't a law professor, if I hadn't
had the luxury of months of time and
the resources of a great law library.
Getting the Supreme Court to change
its position, that's what you live for,
something like that.

Q: Earlier you used a sports
analogy, which many of your
students would notice you tend to
do in class. Do you have a certain
penchant for sports?
Kamisar: I was sports editor of
my college newspaper. I love sports.
Strangely enough, the only sport I knew
when I grew up was baseball. Because
when I grew up in New York City you
didn't have much college football. When
I was a kid you didn't have much college
basketball. All I knew was baseball;
football was little more than a semi-pro
sport, like volleyball is today. You could
buy a franchise, an NFL franchise, for like
$1,500; I'm serious.
I tried out for the sports desk of the
college newspaper (NYU), and was told
everything was taken except track and
field. I didn't know a darn thing about
track and field. But I learned all about it.
I learned all about the discus throw and
the shot put and the pole vault and the
javelin throw. I became a nut about track
and field.
continued
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continued from page 25

Then my three sons became tournament tennis players, so I became a nut
about tennis.
In college I had a sports column. It
was called "The Yale Key to Sports," and
I had to write the column three times a
week. I really think that helped me a lot.
It helped me become a good writer. You
had to write a beginning and an ending
and organize a theme three times a week.
It helped me write exams in law school.
It would help me write op-ed pieces;
I've written a lot of these over the years,
probably 100. I always submit my op-ed
pieces to the New York Times first. When
they turn me down I go to the Washin9ton
Post. When they turn me down I go to
the Los An9eles Times. I've written a lot
for the LA Times. I've also written a lot
of pieces for the Detroit News and the
National Law Journal and the Le9al Times. I
think that I can write op-ed pieces pretty
easily because I was once a sports writer.
When I write an op-ed piece, I'm almost
always feeding off an article. I've done
the research, I've spent six months, eight
months on an article. When a case comes
up, some issue comes up, I think, well, I
can just go back and re-read my article,
take out some little piece and have 750
words. I almost never do new research
for an op-ed piece. Frankly, I believe law
professors should do more of that. I think
the payoff is big. I've sent reprints of
articles to hundreds of people, and then
something comes up, and I'll write an oped piece that was really based on one of
these articles, then 10 or 15 people who
should have read the reprints say it's "a
great op-ed piece" and make it perfectly
clear that they never read a page of the
article I sent them earlier. So maybe 50
people read reprints. I only read them
when I have to, when I'm revising a
casebook or I'm writing an article and it
is on my subject. I get so many reprints,
I must get about 45 or 50 a month. So
26
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I just put them in a big pile and I get
around to them when I can. But people
read op-ed pieces. I just think there is
too much law review writing for other
professors and not enough for the public.

Q: Are you a Yankees fan?
Kamisar: NO! I'm not a Yankees
fan. I'm a Giants fan. I don't know why,
I grew up in the Bronx, I should be a
Yankees fan, but I'm not, I'm a Giants
fan. I never liked the Yankees. How
can you like the Yankees? It's like liking
General Motors (although GM is not
what it used to be). I should revise that;
it is like liking Toyota. To tell you the
truth, I don't watch baseball anymore.
I watched the Cubs and the Red Sox [in
last fall's playoffs], hoping that they would
win for a change, but I lost interest when
they both lost . Aside from something
special like the Cubs or the Red Sox, I
haven't watched baseball for years.
The reason is, I don't know the names
of the players anymore . I remember one
year Jack Morris was a pitcher for the
Detroit Tigers, and the next four years he
pitched for four different teams. How can
you possibly get involved in an organization where the players keep moving every
year?When I grew up Mel Ott and Carl
Hubbel played for the Giants forever, and
then Willie Mays played for the Giants
forever. The notion that Willie Mays
would play for the Giants one year and
then the Yankees the next year, and then
the Cubs the following year - how can
you have any loyalty if the players don't?
I think that's really hurt baseball a lot.
And I also think that it's too slow a game.
I didn't think that until I watched football
or basketball for many years. Baseball is
just too slow. I'm not going to spend four
hours watching some pitcher scratch his
butt or fix his cap or some batter spit on
or put more dirt on his hands; I mean,
come on.You get about one minute of

action for every 30 minutes. Baseball was
my first love, but I have lost interest in it.

Q: Have you ever had any run-ins
with the cops?
Kamisar: I've been stopped a few
times for speeding, stuff like that, nothing
other than that. I remember one incident.
It was a cold December day and I was
driving to the indoor tennis courts, the
first year we had an indoor tennis facility
in Ann Arbor. I would just put on my
shorts and a jacket and tennis shoes so
I could just run right out of the car and
right on to the tennis courts rather than
change. So I am driving along about 5
degrees below zero and some cop stops
me for speeding and makes me get out
of the car. There I am in my tennis shorts
just shivering. The cop knew who I was.
He said, "I once went to a lecture you
gave to some police officers. You should
be more careful because we don't want
to lose you because you're so valuable."
He just kept me outside my car shivering;
I think it was just one big joke for him. I
was part-icicle when I got back in my car.
And I tell this story in my class, and
it's true, about the time I asked another
police officer who stopped me: "Am I
under arrest?" I'll never forget it because
I think I was the first person who ever
asked this officer: "Am I under arrest?" It
was perfectly clear that he didn't know.
He didn't know what to say. He was
getting very frustrated and very angry.
He was getting so angry that I decided
I had better cool it. So I withdrew my
question. And the funny thing about
it was that I was reading an article the
night before about what is an arrest and
so forth. It isn't that simple, especially
back in those days, back in the 50s or
the early 60s where people didn't quite
know what an arrest was. Many people
thought that unless the police booked
you, you weren't arrested. In fact I had

been arrested. This officer told me I
hadn't been arrested, so I said I'd leave
and he said, "If you leave, I will arrest
you ." So I said, "Then I am under arrest ."
He was getting so red in the face, so mad
that I decided to cool it. He probably was
shocked that anybody would ask him a
question like that.

Q: So do you have it in for the
cops?
Kamisar: I'm not against cops per se.
I'm against cops who mistreat people.
I'm against cops who attack the courts.
More generally, I'm against authority. I
just don't like ·authority. My mother was
very authoritarian. I fought her all my
life. In fact, I practiced on her. When I
got older she used to tell me that I would
debate her when I was 10 years old and
"you would make all these speeches
about how I was unfair." She was right. I
practiced on her. I sometimes persuaded
her that she was being unfair and unjust
and got her to change her position. I
thought it was an accomplishment . So I
owe her that. She brought out the sense
of injustice in me.
People get away with so much because
the people they are dealing with don't
know what to do. I have a very low
threshold.Years ago they would say,
"Thanks for not smoking." But I'd say,
"Wait a minute, I am smoking. Days when
I can smoke a pipe I'm going to smoke .
Don't say thanks for not smoking." I get
very annoyed when I'm waiting two or
three hours on a plane and the captain
comes on the intercom and he says,
"Thanks for being so patient. I feel like
shouting out: "I'm not being patient!"
These carpets (in the professors'
offices) are paid for by a special fund, the
Wolfson Fund . And one day, many years
ago, shortly after we were told we were
to get carpeting and drapes out of the
fund, it turns out there was a University

interior decorator and she came by to
each professor and said, "The rest of the
University is demoralized by the Law
School, it has so much money, and the
offices are so much bigger than the other
offices. People teaching economics or
political science know the Law School
is just rolling in money and so I think it
would be a good idea if you didn't have
wall-to-wall carpeting and just had area
rugs. Moreover, I really think it would be
a good idea if you didn't have full drapes,
just half drapes that don't close all the
way." And she's going on and on like this.
Somehow this person reminded me of
the police officers who are always pressuring you to "consent" to a
search of your car and the
great majority of people do
"consent" under these circumstances. But I wasn't going to
consent to anything less than I
was entitled to. So I asked the
interior decorator: "Do I have
a choice? It sounds like you're
trying hard to persuade me to
go in a certain direction, but
that I have a choice. Do I? Is
it my choice? Do I make the
decision? Can I reject your
'advice'"? And she said, "I'm
only telling you what I think
is the right thing to do, but
it's your decision." I retorted:
"O.K. I want wall-to-wall
carpeting and I want full
drapes, end of discussion ."
She left the room in tears and
went to the dean. Then word
got out that I got wall-towall carpeting and a bunch of
other faculty changed their
minds and asked for the same
thing. That shows you what a
[bleep] I am.

Q: Any last thoughts you would
like to share ... ?
Kamisar:You think it will never end.
It just goes so fast. I remember my first
few classes very well. But between 1968
and 1998, it's like a blur. You feel like
the same guy you were when you were
28 or 38, but you're 58, then 68, and,
one day, 74. I probably caused the deans
more grief than most people. I've been
treated very well. Except for being a
Supreme Court Justice or the head coach
of the Michigan football team (but only
on game day), I can't think of a better job
than being a law professor at the U-M
Law School.
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Sitnn1a: Young ·cnited States pi.oneered 1nodern arbitration
The Jay Treaty of 1794, promoted by
a young, weak United States to resolve
boundary and compensation issues, "gave
birth to the modern method of arbitration," according to International Court of
Justice Judge Bruno Simma.
The landmark commissions that
the treaty established - to deal with
the northeastern boundary of the
United States with Canada, compensation for British and U.S. citizens for
Revolutionary War losses, and compensation for American citizens during the preNapoleonic wars - are "an important
precedent for dispute settlement without
resorting to war," Simma explained to a
Law School audience early this academic
year.
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A member of the Law School's
Affiliated Overseas Faculty, Simma was
sworn in early last year as a judge on
the International Court of Justice, the
United Nations' main judicial arm . He
returned to the Law School in September
to present this special lecture that opened
the fall season of the Law School's
International Law Workshop. (Reports on
other International Law Workshop talks
appear on page 16 .)
Speaking on "The United States and
International Adjudication: How Power
Complicates Life," Simma described the
young United States during the 19th
century as generally willing to mediate
international disputes rather than go to
war over them. For example, the United
States and Britain nearly went to war over

the case of the British-built Confederate
battleship Alabama. They avoided war
through agreement to an arbitrated
claims settlement in which Britain paid
$50 million in gold to the United States.
The "blank spot on that shining record"
of the 19th century came when the
United States confirmed the Monroe
Doctrine, which drew an American
boundary around the Americas, and
the U.S . Senate claimed the right to
oppose arbitration to settle international
disputes, Simma said .
By the 20th century, U.S . willingness
to allow an impartial third party outside
of its jurisdiction to settle its international disputes began to wane, according
to Simma. The United States never joined
the League of Nations that arose out

Is William Ian Miller
Faking It?
of World War I; it did join the United
Nations that grew out ofWorld War II,
but at least twice Congress restricted
conditions that would allow U.S.
participation in cases before the UN's
International Court of Justice.
However, U.S. involvement in cases
before the International Court of Justice
was generally "positive" until the court
declared the United States guilty of
using force against Nicaragua in 1984,
Simma said. Since then, the record has
been spotty: in a boundary dispute with
Canada, the United States used the
"chamber" system, having western ICJ
judges hear the case and excluding Asian
judges. But "to the United States' credit,"
it participated in the oil platform cases
before the ICJ, and accepted the court's
ruling in favor of Iran.
"The sad end of my story is the story
of the International Criminal Court"
(ICC), Simma reported. The treaty
creating the ICC was signed in Rome
in 1998 and entered into force without
the United States. In one of his last
official acts, President Clinton signed
the statute bringing the United States
into the ICC. But the Bush administration, citing the need to protect its
soldiers from facing trial before the ICC,
"unsigned" it, declared that the United
States has no intention of ratifying the
treaty, and Congress passed the American
Serviceman's Protection Act.
The day after speaking at the Law
School, Simma delivered a second lecture

as part of the 10th anniversary celebration of the University of Michigan's
International Institute. Addressing "The
Importance of Human Rights in the
Development of International Law," he
noted that "the human rights movement
has almost literally turned states inside
out."The "black box" of the traditionally
sovereign state "has changed to a glass
house open to international scrutiny."
He said the impact can be seen in three
major areas:
• U.S. fondness for customary international law, which tends to accept what
a country says it is doing, is diluting
the human rights impact of international law.
• The "mutuality of interests" that
usually characterizes treaties isn't
reflected the same way in human
rights treaties, which often include
"reservations" on the part of one or
more signatories. "Some of the treaties
look like Swiss cheese," according to
Simma. "You have the treaty, and then
you have holes, holes, holes."
Regarding the impact on state responsibility, the traditional idea that only the
immediate victim of a breach of human
rights law can act on that breach is being
replaced by a paradigm of state responsibility that can be compared to the role
of a traffic light at an intersection: If you
run the red light through the intersection
and nothing happens you still are liable
because you broke the rule. There is no
need for property or personal damage.

Y

ou know as soon as you see the
dust jacket that William Ian Miller·
has done it again. The facial skeleton
behind the hand-held face (whose
eyes are looking at you) is your fitting
introduction to Fal<ing It, Miller's most
recent book examining the emotions
and behaviors of humankind. Once again
he's probing what makes him, you, and
me- us.
Miller·, the Thomas G. Long Professor of Law, has wr·itten previously of The
Anatomy of Disgust and The Mystery of
Courage. He says that Fal<ing It (Camb1·idge Univer·sity Press, 2003) "is unified
by the intrusive fear· that we may not
be what we appear· to be or, wor·se, that
we may be only what we appear to be
and nothing more."
A specialist in Icelandic sagas and
the literature of bloodfeuds, Miller· uses
Fal<ing It to examine "being watched and
judged by ourselves and by other·s as we
posture and pose. It treats of praise and
flattery, of vanity, esteem and self-esteem, false modesty, seeming vir·tue and
virtuous seeming, deception, and selfdeception. It is about roles and identity
and our· engagement in the roles we
play, our· doubts about our· identities
amidst the flux of roles, and thus about
anxieties of authenticity."
Says Ronald De Sousa of the University ofToronto:"William Ian Miller
mixes psychology, philosophy, liter·ary
cr-iticism, and confessional meditation to
show that faking it is fundamental to human natur·e. His writing is compulsively
r·eadable, often hilar·ious, and sometimes
embar-rassing in its penetrating pose of
hyper-self-consciousness. Fal<ing It is a
fascinating book."
An excerpt from the book begins
on page 88.
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Friedman has 'gratifying' day at U.S. Supreme Court

W

hen Jeffrey Fisher, '97, rose
to argue Craeford v. Washington
before the U.S. Supreme Court last
November, Ralph W Aigler Professor of
Law Richard D. Friedman had one of the
best seats in the house - the chair next
to Fisher's.
"I didn't say a word," Friedman
recalled. "I was just sitting there for
whatever moral support I could give
Jeff." It was the first time that Friedman,
a scholar of Supreme Court history,
evidence, and the Confrontation Clause,
which was at issue in Craeford, had sat in
the inner arena where attorneys argue
their positions and fence with justices'
questions.

"The whole thing is very dramatic in
some ways," he explained. "The clerk
bangs the gavel, calls out, 'Oyez, oyez,'
and all the justices come out from behind
the curtain at the same time ."
"Every 40 minutes during argument,"
Friedman continued, "the Chief Justice
[William H. Rehnquist] gets up, slips
30
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behind the curtain , and walks around
for 24 seconds - I didn't count, but
that's what the clerk told us - to relieve
his back. The argument continues, and
he can hear it. And then at the end of
the argument, the justices disappear as
quickly as they emerged ."
Friedman also wrote a friend-of-thecourt brief in the case, and several times
during the oral argument justices referred
to it, calling it "the law professor's brief."
This was "very gratifying," Friedman said.
Law School faculty members Sherman
Clark and Bridget McCormack also
signed the brief. (See excerpt beginning
on page 92.)
Craeford was the first of two cases
Fisher, who practices with Davis, Wright
and Tremaine in Seattle, has before the
Court this term . He asked Friedman's
assistance because Crawford involves the
issue of confrontation, one of Friedman's
scholarly specialties.
"When I was a law clerk [for Justice
John Paul Stevens] I had a couple of
confrontation cases," Fisher explained. "I
remember his Georgetown Law Review piece
being cited, along with a couple other
academic pieces, all of which seemed to
me powerful critiques on the current
doctrine."
Fisher never had studied with
Friedman. "In fact, I didn't even know
Professor Friedman at Michigan. After
I did the cert petition in Craeford, I
mentioned to a friend in my office who
also went to Michigan that I was pitching
a theory that Professor Friedman had
written about. My friend told me what a
nice guy Rich was and encouraged me to
e-mail a copy of the petition to him.
"So I did, and before the day was up, I
had an enthusiastic response from Rich.
We then started talking, and when the
Court eventually accepted the case,
things really took off.

"In a sense, the fact 'that I didn't know
Rich before this case speaks, I think
even more strongly, for the Law School
community. As I joked at my Law School
talk (see story on page 76), my experience here provides a whole new reason
to listen to your law professors' theories.
It might just get you into the Supreme
Court."
"The first I knew about the case was
when Jeff sent me the cert petition,"
Friedman explained. "I got very excited.
As I read the first half, I thought it was
a very good cert petition . When I read
the second half, which cited and used my
work, I thought it was a great petition!"
"It's immensely satisfying for me
to be involved in the case," continued
Friedman . "I've always wanted to have
some impact on the law, and when you
work in the way I have [in scholarly
articles] calling for a total reorganizing
of the way of thinking regarding a welldefined body oflaw, you're thinking in
the long-term." But when the question
goes before the highest court of the land,
long-term can telescope into a single
Court term .
Adds Fisher: "It's a real accomplishment for a professor to get his theory
so explicitly considered by the Supreme
Court. There are thousands of law
review articles published every year
criticizing Supreme Court doctrine, but
the Court hardly ever - less than once
a year - grants review in a case explicitly to consider whether to abandon its
current doctrine in favor of a new theory
espoused in a law review. The Law School
and Professor Friedman should be very
proud, regardless of how the case eventually comes out ."
Simply put, Friedman believes that the
confrontation right is not a broad rule

riddled with exceptions but a narrow and
unequivocal one : A criminal defendant
has the right to confront and crossexamine witnesses who give testimony
that is used against him, and testimony is
a statement that is made in anticipation of
likely use as evidence. "One thing about
my approach is that it's easy to explain,"
he notes.
For example, Craeford involves what
Friedman calls "stationhouse testimony"
- a statement to the police after the
alleged crime has been committed by
someone who was present at the scene,
pointing the finger at the defendant . "I
think a case like this illustrates the core
principle," Friedman explained. "The
point of the Confrontation Clause was
to ensure that a witness could not testify
in that way, out of the presence of the
defendant and with no chance for crossexamination ."
So on November 10 Friedman found
himself at the table with Fisher, who said
it was "very helpful" to have Friedman's
support throughout the case. "As an
initial matter," Fisher explained, "I was
able to piggyback on his previous work in
getting myself going on this new confrontation theory. And beyond that, Professor
Friedman has thought about these
confrontation issues so much that it was a
real advantage to be able to talk strategic
things out with him.
"One example is on hypotheticals
- the Court loves to think about and
ask hypotheticals. Having Professor
Friedman's brief, which addresses many
of these scenarios, allowed me to keep
my focus on my client's case. And having
Professor Friedman at the counsel table
gave me confidence that if I got stumped
on some issue at oral argument, he could
help me work up an answer for my reply."
At deadline time, the Court had not
yet announced a decision in the case.
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Spencer LeVan Kimball

F

ormer Law School faculty membe1·
Spencer LeVan Kimball died
Octobe1· 26 in Salt Lake City, where he
had reti1·ed. He was 85.
Kimball was a membe1· of the U-M
Law School faculty from 1957-68, serving as prnfessor of law and directoi- of
legal 1·esearch.
Kimball earned his bachelors degree at the University of Arizona, served
in the U.S. Navy du1·ing Wo1·ld War II,
then studied at Lincoln College, Oxfo1·d,
as a Rhodes Scholar. He earned his S.J.D.
from the Un1ve1·sity of Utah Law School,
whe1·e at age 35 he became the youngest dean in the school's history.
He also served as dean of the
University of Wisconsin Law School.
was a law professor at the Univei-sity of
Chicago, and served as executive director of the American Bar Association
Foundation in Chicago.

EtrnOPEAN u_~ION STUDIES AssoCL.\TIO~ .-\\\~-\RDS
STEI~ 1·L1FETIME PRIZE.

E

ric Stein, '42, the Hessel E.Yntema
Professor of Law Emeritus, has
become the first law professor to be
awarded the Lifetime Contribution to
the Field prize from the European Union
Studies Association (EUSA). He is to
receive the prize at EUSA's biennial
international conference in Texas in 2005.
"Your work has meant a great deal
to us and, more importantly, has been
fundamental for EU (European Union)
studies by alerting us to an essential
dimension of the new Europe, that
Europeans are peoples of the law who
have assiduously and fastidiously insisted
that the rule of law must lie at the very
foundations of the construction of the
EU," George W. Ross, EUSA chair, wrote
to Stein.
Ross said the executive committee
noted that Stein:
• Was the first to observe that the
European Court of Justice's (ECJ)
actions were constitutionalizing the
Treaty of Rome, in 1951 published
the first article on the EC] in English,
and in 1981 published an article that
"launched the expansive scholarship
focusing on the European Court of
Justice ."
• Was "one of the pioneers in the field of
EU (European Union) law, established
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one of the first European law (then
'common market law') courses taught
in a U.S. law school," and built up "a
major and renowned center of EU law
study at the University of Michigan."
• Co-wrote a casebook that "was a
standard for years," and authored
several articles that became "very
widely known and used ."
"You have been described as a 'master
comparativist,' and in addition to establishing European law as a subject worthy
of study in North America, your work on
comparative federalism and comparative
law has been important and influential,"
Ross wrote Stein.
"You are the first law recipient of this
award, but the committee noted that
your influence has transcended disciplines
and that your work has frequently been
cited by political scientists and others .
Beyond your work, your continued intellectual engagement is an inspiration and
model to all."
Stein is the fourth recipient of the
prize. Previous winners include Stanley
Hoffmann (2003), Harvard University;
Leon Lindberg (2001), University of
Wisconsin-Madison; and Ernst B. Haas
( 1999), University of California at
Berkeley.

Activities
Reuven S. Avi-Yonah, the Irwin
I. Cohen Professor of Law, presented his
paper on "Corporations, Society, and the
State : A Defense of the Corporate Tax" at
law schools at the University of Michigan,
Northwestern, Columbia, Harvard, New
York University, University of California
at Los Angeles, and at the Brookings
Institution during the fall and early
this year. In December, he spoke at the
regulatory network conference organized
by the Center for Tax Systems Integrity
at the Australian National University. In
November, he testified on tax shelters
before the U.S. Senate Permanent
Subcommittee on Investigations. Earlier
in the fall, he presented a paper on "Side
Event on Tax Cooperation" to the UN
General Assembly and took part in the
American Bar Association Tax Section
Panel on Corporate Tax Integration. He
also taught mini-courses on international
tax at !TAM in Mexico City and the
Vienna Economic University in Austria .
The University of Michigan Institute
for Social Research's Survey Research
Center has chosen Assistant Professor of
Law Michael S. Barr as Detroit Area
Survey Faculty Investigator 2004-05
for a survey on "Financial Services for
the Poor." Barr also has been appointed
program chair for the Financial
Institutions and Consumer Financial
Services Section of the Association of
American Law Schools for 2004 and
is the Section chair-elect for 20042005. In other activities during the
fall, he: presented the paper "State and
Federal Policy Initiatives to Increase
Low-Income Access to Banking" at the
conference on asset-building innovations
sponsored by the Federal Reserve Board

of Chicago and the National Center on
Poverty Law in September in Chicago;
presented "Banking the Poor" (available
at www.fdic .gov I news/ conferences/
tum_barr.html) at the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation symposium
"Tapping the Unbanked Market: Helping
People Enter the Financial Mainstream"
at the National Press Club in Washington,
D.C., in November (he also presented
the paper at the Law School's Law &
Economics Workshop in October);
and co-presented "Institutions and
Inclusion in Savings Policy" at "Building
Assets, Building Credit: A Symposium
on Improving Financial Services in
Low-Income Communities" at the Joint
Center for Housing Studies, Kennedy
School of Government and Harvard
Design School, Harvard University, also
in November. In January, he moderated
the panel on "Expanding Access to
Credit and Financial Services for LowIncome and Minority Households: The
Challenges Ahead" at the Association of
American Law Schools Annual Meeting
in Atlanta; and in February spoke on
"New Perspectives on Community
Economic Development" at the American
Bar Association forum on affordable
housing conference in Miami. Barr also
is co-organizer for the conference on
"Globalization, Law, and Development" at
the Law School in April 2004 .
Professor Omri Ben-Shahar,
director of the John M. Olin Center for
Law and Economics since 2001, last fall
presented the article "Contracts Without
Consent" at the Yale Law School Legal
Theory Workshop and the paper "The
Law of Duress and the Economics of
Credible Threats" at the annual meeting
of the American Law and Economics
Association in Toronto. He also partici-

pated in the conference on "Settlement
Outcomes" at Georgetown Law Center.
Clinical Professor of Law Donald
N. Duquette , director of the Child
Advocacy Clinic and founder of the
Law School's new Mediation Clinic (see
story on page 17), in October spoke at
Albuquerque, New Mexico, on why "Two
Distinct Lawyers Roles are Required"
as part of the conference Representing
Children in Abuse and Neglect Cases: Is
It Time for a Change? In September, he
described "Scottish Children's Hearings
at a Crossroads: A View from America" at
the University of Glasgow program on
Scottish hearings issues.
Ralph W. Aigler Professor of Law

Richard D. Friedman sat at the
counsel's table with attorney Jeffrey
Fisher, '97, for the oral argument
of Craeford v. Washington before the
U.S. Supreme Court in November.
Friedman wrote an amicus brief for the
case (co-signed by Law School faculty
members Sherman J. Clark and Bridget
McCormack, and others) and worked
with Fisher on the case, which centers
on the issue of confrontation. Friedman
also spoke on issues involved in the case
at Boston University, Stanford, Berkeley,
and Georgetown. (See related stories on
pages 30 and 76 .)

Thomas A. Green, the John Philip
Dawson Collegiate Professor of Law,
spent much of the fall semester at the
University of Nebraska College of
Law as the Harvey and Susan Perlman
Distinguished Visiting Professor of Law.
Assistant Professor of Law Daniel
Halberstam served as co-director and
lecturer for the international seminar
"Advanced Issues of European Law"
February 29- March 7 at the Inter-
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University Center in Dubrovnik,
Croatia. Last fall, at the European
Commission, he participated in the
European Policy Center/Royal Institute
for International Relations joint conference "Will the JGC Deliver the Europe
We Need?" Halberstam also was codrafter of"Making It Our Own: A
Trans-European Proposal on Amending
the Draft Constitutional Treaty for the
European Union," which was signed by
100 European Union scholars in the
United States and Europe. (The full
proposal is available at the University of
Michigan's European Center Web site,
www.eucentre.org [select Academics/
Michigan Paper Series).)
In October, James E. and Sarah A.
Degan Professor of Law James C.
Hathaway, director of the Law School's
Program in Refugee and Asylum Law,
traveled to Scandinavia to lead two
courses in international refugee law.
First, Hathaway was keynote lecturer at
a seminar attended by more than 100
lawyers and judges from Finland and the
Baltic countries to celebrate the I 0th
anniversary of"Pakolais Neuvonta," the
Finnish national refugee legal advice
center. He was then invited to Oslo
by the Norwegian Ministry of Local
Government and Regional Development
to conduct an intensive two-day course
for all members of the National Asylum
Department, which is responsible for
adjudication of refugee status claims.
Assistant Professor of Law Jill
Horwitz, who joined the Law
School faculty this academic year, won
Honorable Mention in the National
Academy of Social Insurance's 2004 John
Heinz Dissertation Award competition
for her Yale University doctoral dissertation Corporate Form ef Hospitals: Behavior
and Obligations. Said Dissertation Award
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Committee Chairman Robert B. Hudson :
"Jill Horwitz's dissertation addresses
critical legal and policy questions
surrounding health care, is marked by a
stunning versatility of approaches, and
emerges as a powerful and integrated
whole in which the approaches lead to
powerful and provocative conclusions."
In November, Horwitz discussed "Does
Corporate Form Matter: Medical Service
Provision in the Hospital Industry" at the
National Bureau of Economic Research.
Last August, she spoke on "What Kind
of Hospital Do You Want to Practice In?"
at the University of Michigan Medical
School.
Alene and Allan F. Smith Professor
of Law Robert Howse in November
was a panelist for discussion of"The
WTO and Social Regulation : Law,
Science, and Democracy in Recent
Cases" at a colloquium of the Program
on Science, Technology, and Society at
Harvard University's Kennedy School of
Government; spoke on WTO trade law
regarding goods and public health at the
Society for Social Medicine's Conference
on Globalization and Health at Birbeck
College, University of London; and spoke
on the failure of the Cancun WTO talks
and European Union and U.S. responses
at the Trade and WTO Group meeting
of the Global Economic Governance
Program at Oxford University. Earlier in
the fall, he : lectured on the "Democratic
Deficit of the WTO" at Catholic
University in Leuven; was commentator for the CEGLA (a center at Tel
Aviv University in Israel) conference on
law and economics at the University of
Pennsylvania Law School; presented three
co-authored reports at the American
Law Institute reporters meeting on
WTO law at Columbia University; and
in connection with the WTO meeting
in Cancun, Mexico, took part in the
International Institute for Sustainable

Development's advisory group meeting
on research in trade and environment,
and was a panelist for the Center for
International Environmental Law's
discussion of"European Communities:
Measures Affecting the Approval and
Marketing of Biotech Products." Last
summer, he testified before the House
Energy Sub-Committee on Environment
and Hazardous Materials on WTO and
NAFTA implications of proposed legislation on trans-boundary movement of
garbage.

Yale Kamisar, the Clarence Darrow
Distinguished University Professor of
Law, last fall debated his former student
and student research assistant, Ronald
Allen, '73, the John Henry Wigmore
Professor of Law at Northwestern
University, on the subject of Miranda
warnings for the National Public Radio
series Justice Talking.
Assistant Professor of Law Ellen D.
Katz presented her paper "Resurrecting
the White Primary" at the symposium
"The Law of Democracy Since Bush v.
Gore" in February at the University of
Pennsylvania Law School.
Earl Warren Delano Professor of
Law James E. Krier participated in
the Harvard University workshop on
Environmental Protection and the Social
Responsibility of Firms in December at
the Kennedy School of Government .
Associate Dean for Clinical Affairs
and Clinical Professor of Law Bridget
McCormack has been elected vice
president of the National Board of
Trial Advocacy and has been named
to the Board of Editors of the Clinical
Law Review. In October, she spoke
on "Confrontation and Hearsay
Jurisprudence" at the annual meeting
of the Criminal Defense Attorneys of
Michigan.

Assistant Professor of Law Richard
Primus last fall presented his paper
(and forthcoming journal article) "Equal
Protection and Disparate Impact: Round
Three" to the faculty of Harvard Law
School.
Professor of Law Adam C.
Pritchard was commentator for the
Pomerantz Lecture Program at Brooklyn
Law School in February and also took
part in the Corporate Law Symposium at
the University of Cincinnati College of
Law. In November, he served as commentator for the Eugene P. and Delia S.
Murphy Conference on Corporate Law
at Fordham University School of Law
and participated in the Friday Afternoon
Faculty Colloquium at the University
ofTexas School of Law. In October, he
participated in the faculty workshop at
Washington & Lee University School of
Law, and in September took part in the
annual meeting of the American Law
and Economics Association. During the
summer, he participated in the conference on "The Role of Law in Creating
Long Term Value for Shareholders" at
Boalt Hall at the University of California
at Berkeley.
Hessel E. Yntema Professor of Law

Mathias Reimann, LL.M. '83, has
been elected one of three co-editors in
chief of the American Journal ef Comparative
Law, which was founded byYntema and
others in 1952 and had its first home
at the U-M Law School. (See story on
page 31 . ) Reimann also: spoke as part
of a panel on "The Historical School in
Comparative Perspective" at the annual
meeting of the American Society of
Legal History in Washington, D. C. ,
in December; and took part in the
colloquium on "Conflict of Laws and
Multistate Justice" at the University of
California at Davis in February.

Theodore J. St. Antoine,' 54, the
James E. and Sarah A. Degan Professor
Emeritus of Law, lectured on alternative dispute resolution in the Peoples
Republic of China in December as part of
two weeks of activities that concluded a
two-year University of Michigan project
in China funded through the U.S.-China
Legal Cooperation Fund with support
from the Chinese and U .S. embassies.
St. Antoine delivered lectures at Capital
University of Economics and Business and
the U.S. Embassy in Beijing and the U.S.
Consulate in Shanghai. Other Law School
participants in the two-year project have
included Professor Emeritus Whitmore
Gray and Clinical Assistant Professor of
Law Laurence D. Connor, '65.
Charles F. and Edith J. Clyne Professor
of Law A.W. (Brian) Simpson
presented the Maccabean Lecture in
Jurisprudence at the British Academy in
October and also delivered the talk at the
University of Nottingham in December.
In October he lectured at the Centre for
Human Rights in the London School of
Economics as part of activities celebrating
the 50th anniversary of the activation
of the European Convention on Human
Rights and participated in the two-day
seminar to mark the 10th anniversary of
the AIRE Centre in London.

Stephanie M. Smith, adjunct
clinical professor with the Legal
Assistance for Urban Communities Clinic
in Detroit, spoke on "The Role of the
Development Attorney for the Nonprofit
Real Estate Developer" at the Housing
Initiative Workshop in Detroit in January;
in another portion of the workshop,
which is presented as successive oneday programs over three months, she
presented a paper on the legal and
political issues that can help or hinder
development of an affordable housing
project. Late last fall, she participated

in a workshop at Rutgers Law School in
Camden, New Jersey, on,the virtues of
grammar and vices of modern-day talk in
legal writing.
Clinical Professor of Law Grace C.
Tonner, director of the Law School's
Legal Practice Program, presented a
program on "Designing a New Writing
Program" at the Association of Legal
Writing Directors annual meeting in
Windsor last summer.
Harry Burns Hutchins Professor of
Law Joseph Vining was speaker for a
seminar/discussion of "The Humanity
of Science: Science and Spirit after the
20th Century" in December at the Center
for the Study of Science and Religion at
Columbia University. The center is one
of several within the Earth Institute, an
organization for the integrated study of
Earth, its environment, and society.

Visiting faculty
Leonard Niehoff, '84, of Butzel
Long in Ann Arbor, earlier this
academic year: addressed the U-M's
Knight- Wallace Journalism Fellows
on "Civil Liberties After 9 / 11 "; spoke
on "Constitutional and Civil Rights
Litigation in the Federal Courts" at the
University of Detroit - Mercy Law
School; and spoke at the Detroit College
of Law at Michigan State University on
"Media Law : A Practitioner's View." In
November, he appeared pro bono on behalf
of the NAACP in filing an amicus brief in
support of the ACLU's challenge to the
constitutionality of Section 215 of the
U.S.A . Patriot Act.
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